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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Taking Their
Share of MRO

The Aviation Industry is booming as economies strengthen globally, resulting in increased passenger growth. This is causing
large investments in new aircraft, and as fuel prices remain stable, legacy aircraft remain in operation to augment this
increase in passenger traffic. All of this while the OEMs push to reduce a backlog of orders.
Third-party MROs are reaping the benefits as older aircraft retirement is delayed—providing them the ability to maintain their
revenue streams for specific areas of expertise that don’t appear to be going away anytime soon—but this is a false hope.

58%
Components

The new aircraft slated to come on line over the next 10 years are made from new materials, feature new technologies, and
provide a sea of data on their health. All created for the benefit of OEMs and Owner/Operators—meaning less maintenance
dollars will be left over for some for some regional, niche third-party MROs—ultimately putting them out of business.

53%

According to research firm, Oliver Wyman’s, 2018 Global Fleet & MRO Market Forecast Commentary, OEMs and Owner/
Operators continue to increase their share of the total MRO available market while third-party MROs are being squeezed,
making it difficult to sustain their current business level. For Component and Engine/Complex Assemblies—OEMs now hold

Engine/Complex
Assemblies

a 58% and 53% market share respectively. Couple this with Owner/Operators owning 64% market share of the Airframe
segment, and it is no wonder third parties will start to question their long-term viability.

64%
So what are third-party MROs to do? Those that want to compete and work collaboratively with Owner/Operators and OEMs,
need to invest now in people, process, and technology or they will find that they are out of business within the next 10 years.
This eBook provides a path to follow to compete for your share of the maintenance market while gaining the competitive edge

Airframe

needed to provide the level of service that the next generation of aircraft deserves.
OEM
Owner/
Operator
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THE STATE OF AVIATION MRO—THE MAINTENANCE BATTLEGROUND
According to ICF International analysis, the global commercial MRO

problems and provide the maintenance required. After all, they built

market was $67.6B in 2016 and expected to grow at a 4.1% CAGR

them. In addition, they have the knowledge about how to manufacture and

to $100B by 2026. This looks good on the surface, but as OEMs and

repair composites, hybrid alloys and update the software they developed.

Owner/Operators increase their market share, the question is how
Owning and controlling the service, maintenance, and upgrades is big

are they doing it?

business that can last 20 to 40+ years. At stake are millions of dollars of
New aircraft incorporate more complex materials, avionics, and software

annual maintenance contracts—revenue to be gained by OEMs servicing

than any previous commercial aircraft. As these new planes come on line

what they build—resulting in less share for third-party MROs. OEMs have

and replace legacy aircraft, the advantage goes to the OEM. Why? These

a big head start in controlling and shaping the maintenance battleground

aircraft are continuously connected during flight, and the health data

for new aircraft and it will take some time for this knowledge to cascade

generated is owned, and access controlled through new service offerings

down to third-party MROs—creating the potential for you to be left behind

for the right price by the OEM. This position allows them to diagnose

if you don’t prepare now.

Owner/Operators

OEM

MROs
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ENGAGING THE FRONT: PREPARE/BRACE FOR INCREASED PRODUCT COMPLEXITY
In the next 10 years, according to Oliver Wyman, 55% of the aviation fleet will be designed and built after the year 2000.
Additionally, the global aviation fleet is expected to grow at a compound annual growth rate of 3.3%, resulting in a net
aircraft gain of over 11,000 aircraft. This will affect the IT systems, business processes and skill sets needed to maintain
next generation aircraft. For example, the Boeing 787 is made of 50% composite materials, whereas its predecessor,
the 777, had only 12%!
Even more important is the number of connected aircraft. Previous generations of aircraft had up to 10,000 health parameters
generating data, now Boeing 787s and Airbus A350s are incorporating over 100,000 health parameters! These complex aircraft
will grow from about 500 aircraft in 2013 to over 11,300 by 2023. This will result in a huge influx of data—controlled by OEMs—
so much so, that Owner/Operators have signed agreements with large MRO service providers or, in some cases the OEMs
directly, to maintain these aircraft.
To prepare for more advanced aircraft, third-party MROs will need to invest in people, process, and technology to create
opportunities to maintain and gain a greater share of the maintenance dollars. This includes technology knowledge in
composite repair and manufacture, Big Data and predictive analytics for root cause analysis, and flexible systems that can
incorporate information and regulations as they continue to evolve.

COMPLEXITY AND EXTENT OF MATERIALS AND DATA IS GROWING
ADVANCED AVIONICS
HYBRID ALLOYS
COMPOSITES
HEALTH MONITORING
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PROTECT YOUR PRECIOUS RESOURCES: USE A PURPOSE-BUILT MRO
Third-party MROs primary focus has been growing their business on previous generations of
aircraft. To do this they worked with IT solution vendors who provided purpose-built software and
processes. When applying legacy IT solutions to next generation aircraft, organizations quickly find
their existing solutions lacking when it comes to effective maintenance. According to Oliver Wyman,
62% of third-party MROs are constrained by IT systems that lack functionality and flexibility and are
often not compliant with changing regulations.
In addition to this, third-party MROs lack the technical resources to maintain or repair new
materials—such as composites. They also have limited capability to analyze and take advantage of
the vast amounts of data available needed to diagnose maintenance issues from next generation
aircraft. This creates a double whammy.
Although legacy aircraft dominate the skies today, this will change. You must be prepared and look
toward maintaining new generations of aircraft—this requires a new generation of MRO solution.
Delaying the investment in a purpose-built MRO solution that can align with next generation of
aircraft will affect the viability of an organization and result in:
▪▪

higher internal costs

▪▪

delayed delivery to promise dates

▪▪

customer dissatisfaction

▪▪

lower operating incomes

▪▪

loss of market share
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PREPARE FOR NEW BUSINESS MODELS—BRING ENGINEERING & MANUFACTURING CAPABILITIES INTO THE FOLD
Opportunities are emerging for third-party MRO suppliers. Namely expanding their business to include the design authority of aircraft parts. To do this
requires organizations to pursue Parts Manufacturer Approval (PMA). PMA is granted by the Federal Aviation Administration and allows companies to
manufacturer new aircraft replacement parts based on OEMs design.
As new, more complex aircraft come online, it should be anticipated that OEMs will primarily focus on the manufacture and sale for parts related to
these aircraft, opening the door for third-party MRO suppliers to support legacy aircraft requirements.
Moving into the business of manufacturing replacement aircraft parts, requires incorporating disciplines you may not have invested heavily in, namely
Engineering and Manufacturing. The good news is that some of the people and processes you have invested in for maintenance of aircraft components
are similar, and can be used moving forward. This existing knowledge will be the launching pad for investment in additional resources.
Technology investment is critical too, specifically in solutions enabling connectivity back to OEM information such as, Computer-aided Design files,
Bill of Materials, Suppliers, and Manufacturing Process Plans. These solutions should include capabilities allowing for the execution of engineering,
manufacturing and quality best practices. To be successful, a Product Lifecycle platform approach is required.

Concept

Development

Manufacturing

Service

Platform Applications
Platform Services

Engineering

Manufacturing

Maintenance
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THE ROADMAP TO NEXT GENERATION MRO
Third-party MRO providers can take immediate action to reduce their
chances of being disrupted—either from traditional competitors, or the
emergence of OEMs and Owner/Operators. Defending or advancing
market share requires investments in people, process, and technology
that supports new business models, in order to stay ahead of the pack.
This starts with rethinking the approach and use of MRO systems. Next,
you can combine the power of the MRO system with a product lifecycle
platform to sustain solution viability for the long term. Finally, expand into
new business opportunities by investing in the right people and utilizing
capabilities within the platform to incorporate the Engineering and
Manufacturing disciplines—all with one solution.
Once disparate systems are connected and business processes are
aligned, you will unlock new opportunities to create revenue and stay
competitive. Taking a step by step approach is necessary for third-party
MRO suppliers who seek to transform their systems and processes—
and critical to projects focused on engineering, manufacturing, and
maintenance best practices.
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ARAS IMPRESA MRO: CAPABILITIES AND VISION
Aras Impresa MRO gives you the ability to control your work planning and scheduling, material planning, financial, shop and hangar operations, quality
records history, tooling and inventory, time and attendance, and labor booking activities all under one system.
Aras Impresa MRO advantage:
▪▪

Planning & Scheduling: Structure and build maintenance actions for assets, record maintenance activities and determine future work packages to
extend asset life and decrease downtime.

▪▪

Maintenance Engineering & Execution: Manage maintenance operational activities. Capture and incorporate service requirements from regulatory
directives, service bulletins, and other technical requirements from asset to component level.

▪▪

Supply Chain Management: Manage procurement, materials, and inventory control enterprise wide. Track warranties, rotable equipment,
exchanges, and rentals. Create and follow purchase orders from inception to invoicing.

▪▪

Reporting & Analytics: Provides day-to-day operating reports for production and support personnel. The system provides updates on production
status, project-based financial reporting, and real time shop capacity.

Scheduling
Quoting

Materials

Skills

Planning

Labor
Execution

Inspection
Induction

Tooling

Delivery

Scheduler
Costing
Configuration

Billing

Inventory
Financials

Reporting
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CUSTOMERS WHO ARE BENEFITING
FROM NEXT GENERATION MRO
Sustainable MRO success requires you to be

Increased on-time delivery
from 66% to 93%

flexible in your approach to MRO systems and
process. Here are a few examples of what is
possible when you create a forward-looking
MRO solution that is flexible and can change as
your business environment changes.

Increased efficiency and
turn around time (TAT)

Centralized data, consolidated
view across 16 sites

Reduced operating costs
50% for war fighters
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WATCH YOUR FLANK WITH A PLATFORM APPROACH
A platform approach to MRO enables third parties to incorporate engineering, manufacturing and maintenance disciplines into one system. It allows you
to connect all users and critical information to cultivate continuous creativity and collaboration in a single environment. It should be flexible enough to
connect to disparate information sources, and are adaptable as your business or regulations change.
Platforms with robust MRO capabilities are essential for those looking to maintain components, engines, and airframes on next generation aircraft. Use
the platform to connect the enterprise by integrating to critical applications, enhancing business processes by adding new capabilities, and replacing
legacy IT. This includes users across all functions and disciplines.
Taking a platform approach in order to keep up with industry dynamics will allow you to:
▪▪

Establish enterprise-wide change and configuration management

▪▪

Create maintainable integrations between processes and systems

▪▪

Develop sustainable traceability of information from one system to another

▪▪

Realize increased interdepartmental collaboration and real-time information sharing

Engineering

CAD Doc

Manufacturing

DQD

Simulation

PQD

Part
Part
Part
Part

Maintenance

Software

ECN

Process
Plan

Service
User
Guide
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CLOSING & RECOMMENDATIONS
OEMs and Owner/Operators continue to increase their share of MRO. As next generation aircraft grow from hundreds to tens
of thousands in the next 10 years, it will be increasingly difficult for regional and niche third-party MROs to maintain and gain
a share of maintaining these aircraft.
OPEN

Those organizations that invest and prepare now, through financial and technical investments in platform-based robust MRO
solutions that can take advantage of information and system interoperability, will be ready to compete in this new era.
In doing so, third-party MROs will be able to move faster with a modern, open, flexible, scalable, upgradeable solution that
brings together Engineering and Manufacturing disciplines with expanded MRO capabilities to lower cost, while making
efficient use of resources, in order to increase the amount of maintenance work that can managed.

FLEXIBLE

To move forward and compete in the age of aviation product complexity, look for an MRO solution that offers a complete set
of capabilities to manage the lifecycle of complex, multi-disciplinary maintenance and manufacturing requirements for line,
airframe, component, and engine support.
Doing so will result in benefits such as:
▪▪

Increased visibility of job status from inception to completion

▪▪

Reduced operating costs, improved inventory accuracy and work order profitability

▪▪

Compliance, traceability, and accountability for regulatory reporting

▪▪

Improved scheduled maintenance by adjusting resources to reduce turnaround times

▪▪

Streamlined processes between companies or departments to support growth and profit

SCALABLE

UPGRADEABLE

Aras enables the world’s leading manufacturers of complex, connected products to transform their
product lifecycle processes and gain a competitive edge. Aras’ open, flexible, scalable, and upgradeable
PLM platform and applications connect users in all disciplines and functions to critical product
information and processes across the extended enterprise. Aras customers include Airbus, BAE
Systems, GE, GM, Hitachi, Honda, Kawasaki Heavy Industries, and Microsoft.
Download Aras Innovator today.
Aras Corporation | 100 Brickstone Square | Andover, MA 01810 USA
978.806.9400 | info@aras.com | www.aras.com
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